
Questions for Appraisal Yes/No/NA/
Not Clear Comments

Relevance to Current Technology Appraisal
1. Is the economic analysis evaluating the intervention under assessment (i.e., appraised drug at a licensed dose)?
2. Is the analysis evaluating any of the comparators relevant to this technology appraisal?
3. Is the model investigating the population relevant to this technology appraisal?
4. Was the analysis performed from a perspective of NHS and PSS?
5. Does it report incremental cost-utility results?
6. Are the results generalisable to the UK setting?
7. Were both costs and benefi ts discounted at 3.5%?
Structure
8. Is the research question clearly stated (including intervention, comparators, and perspective)?
9. Does the model structure account for all differences between comparators in events/health states (including adverse events) that

have important impact on costs and/or outcomes?
10. Does the time horizon encompass important differences in costs and outcomes (e.g., where survival is affected at differential rates, is 

a lifetime horizon adopted in the analysis?)?
11. Does the model type (e.g., decision tree, Markov, discrete event simulation) allow accurate estimation of all costs and outcomes (i.e., 

are there any features in the model design that prevent accurate estimation of costs and outcomes?)?
Data: Clinical Evidence
12. Was a systematic reviewa of clinical evidence undertaken to identify effi cacy and safety data relevant to the decision problem? 
13. Were at least the following databases searched: MEDLINE, EMBASE, MEDLINE In-Progress, Cochrane Library, NHS EED, and EconLit ?
14. Is the rationale for exclusion of studies from use in the model provided (e.g., inclusion/exclusion criteria applied in the systematic

review, exclusion from data synthesis and/or model) and the number excluded reported (e.g., using a fl ow diagram)?
15. Was each included study critically appraised?
16. Were studies selected for inclusion in the model in accordance with the Methods Guideb (e.g., were head-to-head RCTs comparing the 

interventions with relevant comparators favoured over indirect and non-RCT evidence)?
17. Was all relevant clinical evidence included in the model (e.g., trials reported since the analysis was performed, supplement ary indirect 

or non-RCT evidence)?
18. Was the key evidence of effi cacy and safety appropriately applied in the model (e.g. , was trial randomisation preserved? were 

differences in outcome measures or heterogeneity in data synthesis adequately accounted for?)?
19. Were intermediate outcome measures linked to fi nal outcomes (such as change in a biomarker to a fi nal outcome)? If so, was the

association between intermediate and fi nal outcomes adequately demonstrated?
20. Were any supplementary clinical data used in the model identifi ed via a systematic review and selected values justifi ed

(e.g., incidence of long-term events or any other clinical evidence used in the model from sources other than those discussed in Q12)?
21. Where expert opinion was used, were the methods described and justifi ed?
Data: Utility Data
22. Were HRQL data collected directly from patients or from their caregivers?
23. Was the valuation of changes in HRQL based on preferences elicited using a choice-based method in a representative sample of the 

UK general population?
24. Was HRQL measured using the EQ-5D?
25. Were methods of obtaining EQ-5D values fully described?
26. In the absence of EQ-5D data, were methods of estimating the utility data in accordance with the Methods Guide (e.g., was mapping

from other relevant measures adequately validated? was direct utility estimation performed using the time trade-off method?)?
27. Where EQ-5D is considered inappropriate to use, is rationale provided for using an alternative measure?
28. Where utility estimates were obtained from published literature, were these identifi ed via a systematic review and selected values

justifi ed?
Data: Resource Use and Cost Data
29. Did the acquisition cost of the intervention and comparators represent the public list price?
30. Were estimates of other unit costs obtained from offi cial published listings?
31. Where resource use or cost estimates were obtained from published literature, were these identifi ed via a systematic review and 

selected values justifi ed?
32. Were all costs related to the events/health states in the model that were relevant to the perspective of the analysis included?
33. Were costs unrelated to the condition or intervention excluded from the analysis?
34. Did the main analysis include only those costs relating to resources that are under the control of the NHS and PSS?
35. Did the base-case results exclude costs to other central or local government bodies (e.g., non-NHS and non-PSS costs)?
36. If costs that are not reimbursed by the NHS, PSS, or other government bodies (e.g., productivity costs, costs borne by patients) were 

included, were they reported separately? 
37. Was value-added tax excluded (apart from budget-impact calculations)?
Data: Assessment of Uncertainty
38. Was the impact of structural uncertainty on estimates of cost-effectiveness explored by separate analyses of a representativ e range 

of plausible scenarios?
39. Was uncertainty about the choice of sources for parameter values explored using alternative sources of data or excluding studies that 

might be less relevant?
40. Was uncertainly associated with precision of estimates of mean parameter values explored via a probabilistic sensitivity analysis?
41. Was the evidence about the extent of correlation between individual parameters refl ected in the probabilistic analysis?
42. Were subgroup analyses performed in the economic analyses or justifi cation provided for their omission? 
43. If subgroup analyses were performed, was selection of analyses appropriate (e.g., were potential treatment-effect and baseline risk 

modifi ers [such as age, sex, severity of disease] identifi ed? were they prospectively defi ned? were important subgroups omitted?)?
Consistency
44. Were measures undertaken to validate and check the model reported?
45. Were model estimates validated by comparison with clinical trial data or other relevant evidence?
46. Were the results compared with those reported previously and any differences explained?
EED = Economic Evaluation Database; HRQL = health-related quality of life; NA = not applicable; NHS = National Health Service; PSS = Personal Social Services; RCT = randomised controlled trial.
a A systematic review is one that is conducted according to a previously specifi ed protocol.
b Refers to NICE’s Guide to the Methods of Technology Appraisal.1
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BACKGROUND

• The National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) Single 
Technology Appraisal (STA) process requires submission of a systematic 
review of existing economic evaluations. 

• Critical appraisal of the identifi ed studies is an important component of this 
review. 

• Numerous assessment tools have been devised to critically appraise the 
quality of decision models. 

• None of these accurately refl ects the quality criteria specifi ed by the NICE 
Reference Case published in the updated 2008 Guide to the Methods of 
Technology Appraisal.1 

OBJECTIVES

• We aimed to develop a checklist that assesses the quality of decision-
analytic models that may be used in the context of STA submissions, and 
which both refl ects the requirements of the NICE Reference Case and 
incorporates important elements of existing highly regarded tools.

METHODS

• A systematic review was undertaken to identify existing good practice 
guidelines and checklists for critical appraisal of health economics studies. 

Search Strategy

• We searched MEDLINE, EconLit, and the Health Economic Evaluation 
Database (HEED) for published guidelines and checklists and the Internet for 
relevant grey literature, discussion papers, and conference abstracts. 

• We adopted a modifi ed version of the search strategy reported in Philips 
and colleagues.2 No searches of HTA Web sites were performed to identify 
country-specifi c recommendations for conducting economic evaluations.

Inclusion Criteria 

• We included studies that report general good practice guidelines or/and 
checklists for assessment of quality and validity of decision models. 

• We excluded studies presenting disease-specifi c good practice guidelines 
and modelling recommendations, those discussing only certain aspects of 
methodology, and those specifi cally developed to assess the 
methodological quality of economic evaluations alongside clinical trials 
(e.g., the CHEC-list).

• Included studies were restricted to those published in the English language 
between 1990 and September 2009. 

• Editorial letters and comments were excluded from the review.

RESULTS

• Electronic searches retrieved 623 publications of which 22 were duplicates. 

• By screening the titles and abstracts of 601 papers, 14 were found to be 
relevant. 

• 12 additional relevant studies were identifi ed by hand searches, resulting in 
a total of 26 papers included in the review. 

• Of these, 16 reported general good practice guidelines for conducting health 
economic modelling studies.2-17 

• A detailed summary of most of these guidelines can be found in Philips and 
colleagues.2    The review identified 14 checklists for conducting and reporting
health economic studies (Table 1).

Table 1. Summaries of Checklists Identifi ed by the Review

Checklist Purpose

Number
of

Domains/
Items

Scoring
System

Centre for Reviews 
and Dissemination, 
200818

Guide the quality assessment of economic 
evaluations 36 No

Philips et al., 20042

Philips et al., 20063

Provide a broad framework for quality assessment 
and best practice in decision-analytic modelling for 
cost-effectiveness analysis

22/61 No

Drummond et al., 
200519 Assess the generalisability of modelling studies 7 No

Chiou et al., 200320 Appraise the quality of cost-effectiveness studies 16 Yes

Ungar et al., 200321 Evaluate the quality of health economic studies in 
children 14/57 Yes

Soto, 20027 Follow in the design and elaboration of decision 
analytic modelling 13/51 No

Sculpher et al., 200011 Provide a framework for quality assessment of 
decision analytic cost-effectiveness models 9/35 No

Gerard et al., 200022 Assess the quality of cost-utility analyses 3/33 Yes

Gonzalez-Perez,
200223

Assess economic evaluations (a scoring system 
based on Drummond et al., 1996 10-point checklist) 10 Yes

Wallace et al., 200224 Assess the methodological quality of economic 
analyses 20 Yes

Halpern et al., 199813 Evaluate a manuscript describing a health outcomes 
model 28 No

Drummond et al., 
199725 Critically appraise published economic analyses 10 No

Drummond et al., 
199626

Provide guidelines for authors and peer reviewers of 
economic submissions to the BMJ 35 No

Sacristán et al., 
199327

Systematically evaluate the quality of 
pharmacoeconomic studies 12/40 No

BMJ = British Medical Journal.

• The checklist developed by Philips and colleagues (2006)3 was found to be 
the most comprehensive. 

• The checklist provided by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination18 is 
based on the widely used 35-item BMJ checklist26 and includes an additional 
item to cover generalisability issues. 

• The checklist by Philips et al. (2006)3 incorporates the evidence from a 
systematic review of best practice guidelines and focuses on three 
dimensions of quality: (1) structure, (2) data, and (3) consistency. 

• The “structure” domain incorporates aspects relating to the scope and 
mathematical structure of the model; the “data” domain includes data 
identifi cation methods and handling of uncertainty, and “consistency” 
relates to the overall quality of the model.3 

• Our checklist adopts similar basic domains as in Philips and colleagues 
(2006),3 but incorporates modifi ed criteria for the data domain to provide a 
more sensitive framework refl ecting the most up-to-date requirements of 
the NICE Reference Case. 

• Our checklist introduces an extra domain, “relevance,” which examines how 
relevant the appraised economic study is to the current STA. 

• The quality assessment tool presented here is a fairly simple checklist and 
does not incorporate elements of a quality scoring system. 

• Evidence suggests that checklists or descriptive critical assessments are 
preferred to quality scoring systems.18, 28

• Our checklist is designed such that more “yes” responses indicate higher 
quality on a quick visual examination of the completed checklist.

Table 2. A Checklist for Assessing the Quality of Decision Models

CONCLUSION

• The proposed checklist will provide a useful tool to assess the 
quality of health economic models and the evidence 
underpinning them according to the NICE Reference Case and 
evidence hierarchy, which includes identifi cation of evidence by 
systematic review, selection and synthesis of outcomes data, and 
measurement and valuation of health effects. 

• The checklist may be used alongside recognised guidelines for 
critical appraisal of health economics evaluations. 
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